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PEOPLE WALL UNIT WALNUT STRUCTURE WITH PERLA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED FRONTS AND STOPUSOL GLASS FLAP DOORS
PERLA P213QS | WALL UNIT
W 300 H 150 D 25-35-45
W 118.11” H 59.06” D 9.84-13.78-17.72”
FINISHES
WALNUT WITH PERLA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED AND TOPSOL GLASS FRONTS

PEOPLE
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
NEW PEOPLE COMPOSITION WITH C-SHAPED ELEMENT IN BURNT OAK AND TORTORA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED
FLAP DOOR MODULE WITH SMOKEY TRANSPARENT GLASS AND BURNISHED ALUMINIUM FRAME
P016CS | COMPOSITION (REVERSIBLE)
W 240-245 H 40 D 55-65
W 94.49-96.46" H 15.75" D 21.65-23.59"

FINISHES
BURNT OAK C SHAPED ELEMENT, TORTORA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED
FLAP DOOR UNIT WITH SMOKEY TRANSPARENT GLASS
WALNUT C SHAPED ELEMENT, BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED
FLAP DOOR UNIT WITH STOPISOL GLASS

PEOPLE
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
SPAZO WALL UNIT: BURNT OAK WALL PANELS AND OPEN MODULES, TORTORA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED SHELVES AND MODULES
TORTORA

W 300 H 161 D 35-45
W 118.11" H 63.39" D 13.78-17.72"

FINISHES:
BURNT OAK WALL PANELS AND OPEN MODULES WITH TORTORA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED SHELVES AND MODULES

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
SPAZIO TV CABINET BURNT OAK STRUCTURE. SMOKY TRANSPARENT GLASS FLAP DOORS WITH BURNISHED ALUMINIUM FRAME, BLACK TITANIUM GRAFICO BASE.
FINISHES
BURNT OAK WITH SMOKEY TRANSPARENT GLASS FLAP DOORS AND BLACK TITANIUM BASE
BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED WITH SMOKEY TRANSPARENT GLASS FLAP DOORS AND LAVAGNA LACQUERED BASE
WALNUT WITH STOPISOL GLASS FLAP DOORS AND LAVAGNA LACQUERED BASE

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
SPAZIO LINEARE SIDEBOARD WITH SLATE COVER AND CHROMED METAL GRAFICO BASE
SPAZIO
LEAD TIME 2-3 BUSINESS WEEKS

M162/A SIDEBOARD
W: 180 H: 81 D: 55
W: 70.87" H: 31.89" D: 21.65"

FINISHES
BLACKLINE SLATE WITH CHROMED METAL BASE
BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED WITH BLACK TITANIUM BASE
BURNT OAK WITH BLACK TITANIUM BASE

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
Pianca Quick / Sezione

Ginevra Melegroand matt lacquered sideboards with Melegroand high gloss lacquered handles and base, Esse armchairs with fabric covered seat and wooden base.
TORTORA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED WITH BURNT OAK HANDLES AND BASE
BURNT OAK WITH BRONZE HANDLES AND BASE

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
ESSE
BY PHILIPPE TABET
LEAD TIME 3/4 BUSINESS WEEKS

01188 | ARMCHAIR
W 56 H 79 D 53
W 22.05" H 31.10" D 20.87"

FINISHES
EXTREMA 41 ECO-LEATHER OR IMPERIAL 63 LEATHER
WITH BURNT OAK LEGS

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
ELLPTICAL CONFLUENCE TABLE WITH BURNED OAK TOP AND BLACK TITANIUM BASE, EM CHAIRS WITH FABRIC COVER
BURNT OAK | TITANIUM
TOF14T | ELLIPTICAL TABLE
W 240 H 73 D 140
W 94.49" H 28.74" D 55.12"
FINISHES
BURNT OAK WITH BLACK TITANIUM BASE

CONFLUENCE
BY XAVIER LUST
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
EMI
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

01010 | CHAIR
W 48 H 82 D 61
W 18.90" H 32.30" D 24.02"

FINISHES:
MICRON 51 FABRIC
FUNNY 12 FABRIC
THALIS UNITO 51 FABRIC

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
CARTAGENA
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

T033A200 | EXTENDABLE TABLE
W 200/260 H 74 D 100
W 78.74/102.36” H 29.13” D 39.37”

T033A240 | EXTENDABLE TABLE
W 240/300 H 74 D 100
W 94.49/118.11” H 29.13” D 39.37”

FINISHES
WALNUT OR BURNT OAK

WALNUT
BURNT OAK

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
EXTENDABLE DELTA TABLE WITH CLEAR GLASS TOP AND NATURAL OAK LEGS
DELTA
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

TSD101 | EXTENDABLE TABLE
W 220/310 H 74 D 100
W 86.61/122.05” H 29.13” D 39.37”

FINISHES
CLEAR GLASS TOP WITH NATURAL OAK LEGS

CLEAR GLASS

NATURAL OAK

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
GAMMA
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

D1180 | CHAIR WITH WOODEN SLANTED LEGS
W 51 H 76 D 51
W 20.08" H 29.92" D 20.08"

FINISHES
BIANCO MATT LACQUERED SEAT AND NATURAL OAK LEGS
GLOSSY BIANCO SEAT AND WALNUT LEGS
GLOSSY BIANCO SEAT AND BURNT OAK LEGS

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
DORA
BY FATTORINI+RIZZINI+PARTNERS
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

DIMENSIONS
W 76 H 113 D 82
W 29.92” H 44.49” D 32.28”

FINISHES
IMPERIAL 63 LEATHER OR ALFA 51 FABRIC
WITH BURNISHED BASE

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
OPLÀ
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

DGOP001 | ARMCHAIR WITH SWIVELING BASE
W 70 H 80 D 70
W 27.56” H 31.50” D 27.56”

FINISHES
NIGER 21 FABRIC

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
BOSTON SOFA WITH TUFTED BACK AND FABRIC COVER. ABACO COFFEE TABLES
BOSTON
BY FATTORINI+RIZZINI+PARTNERS
LEAD TIME 3/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

FINISHES
SWEET 51 FABRIC OR PANTEA 40 LEATHER
WITH BURNISHED LEGS

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
ABACO
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

TS60 | COFFEE TABLE
Ø 60 H 45
Ø 23.62" H 17.72"

TS76 | COFFEE TABLE
Ø 76 H 30
Ø 29.92" H 11.81"

TS90 | COFFEE TABLE
Ø 90 H 18
Ø 35.43" H 7.09"

FINISHES
Bianco Matt Lacquered Top and Structure
Polished Steel Top and Structure
Perla, Piombo or Lavagna Top with Lavagna Structure

Bianco
Polished Steel
Lavagna
Perla
Piombo

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
HAIK
BY EMILIO NANNI
LEAD TIME 2-3 BUSINESS WEEKS

249960 | SIDE TABLE
W 43 H 45 D 42
W 16.93” H 17.72” D 16.54”

FINISHES
GOLD
BRONZE
SILVER

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
SERVOGIRO SERVOQUADRO
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

FINISHES
BIANCO MATT LACQUERED TOP WITH BLACK TITANIUM STRUCTURE
BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED TOP WITH BLACK TITANIUM STRUCTURE
WALNUT TOP WITH BRONZE STRUCTURE
BURNT OAK TOP WITH BLACK TITANIUM STRUCTURE

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
ICARO
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

T0281 SIDE TABLE
W 120 H 37 D 120
W 47.24” H 14.57” D 47.24”

T0282 SIDE TABLE
W 150 H 37 D 80
W 59.06” H 14.57” D 31.50”

FINISHES
MATT GIOIA DI CARRARA MARBLE TOP WITH BLACK TITANIUM STRUCTURE
MATT EMPERADOR MARBLE TOP WITH BRONZE STRUCTURE

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
NIGHT AREA
SPALLO: 014 BURNT OAK BED WITH SPAZIO BURNT OAK NIGHT STANDS. SLAT BASE INCLUDED.
SPILLO 014
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

69
FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
UPHOLSTERED PIUMOTTO BED WITH REMOVABLE COVER, SLAT BASE INCLUDED
PIUMOTTO
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

WPUN33N | QUEEN SIZE
W 171-189 H 100 D 235
W 67.32-74.41” H 39.37” D 92.52”
MATTRESS W 150 D 200 / W 59.06” D 78.74”

WPUN39N | KING SIZE
W 213-231 H 100 D 235
W 83.86-90.94” H 39.37” D 92.52”
MATTRESS W 193 D 200 / W 75.98” D 78.74”

FINISHES
BINGO 02 FABRIC
THALIS UNITO 21 FABRIC

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
UPHOLSTERED DOUBLE BED WITH REMOVABLE ECO-LEATHER COVER AND Plexiglas Legs, Slat Base Included.
WFAC33S | QUEEN SIZE
W 153 H 86 D 216
W 60.24” H 33.86” D 85.04”
MATTRESS W 150 D 200 / W 59.06” D 78.74”

WFAC39S | KING SIZE
W 193 H 86 D 216
W 75.98” H 33.86” D 85.04”
MATTRESS W 193 D 200 / W 75.98” D 78.74”

FINISHES
EXTREMA 42 ECO-LEATHER

EXTREMA 42 ECO LEATHER

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
UPHOLSTERED TUFTED BED WITH TUPED HEADBOARD, REMOVABLE COVER, SLAT BASE INCLUDED
WITD33N | QUEEN SIZE
W 186 H 110 D 223
W 73.39” H 43.31” D 87.80”
MATTRESS W 150 D 200 / W 59.06” D 78.74”

WITD33N | KING SIZE
W 227 H 110 D 223
W 89.37” H 43.31” D 87.80”
MATTRESS W 193 D 200 / W 75.98” D 78.74”

FINISHES
BYTE 12 FABRIC

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
PEOPLE BEDROOM COMPOSED OF BURNT OAK WALL MOUNTED PANELS WITH GOLD SPACERS
UPHOLSTERED BED FRAME WITH REMOVABLE FABRIC COVER, BURNT OAK PEOPLE NIGHT STANDS WITH GOLD SPACERS
BURNT OAK DOMINO VANITY DESK AND PEOPLE DRESSER
P310BR | WITH QUEEN SIZE BED  
W 310 H 153 D 218  
W 122.05" H 60.24" D 85.83"  
MATTRESS W 150 D 200 / W 59.06" D 78.74"  

P370BR | WITH KING SIZE BED  
W 370 H 153 D 218  
W 145.67" H 60.24" D 85.83"  
MATTRESS W 193 D 200 / W 75.98" D 78.74"  

FINISHES  
BURNT OAK WITH GOLD SPACERS AND ALFA 03 FABRIC  

LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS  

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
DOMINO AND PEOPLE
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

W 240 H 75 D 55
W 94.49" H 29.53" D 21.65"

DOMINO DESK
W 180 H 75 D 55
W 70.87" H 29.53" D 21.65"

PEOPLE DRESSER
W 160 H 60 D 45
W 62.99" H 23.62" D 17.72"

FINISHES
BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED, WALNUT OR BURNT OAK

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
PEOPLE MODULAR SYSTEM AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL FINISHES AND DIMENSIONS
P60NS | HIGH NIGHT STAND
W 60 H 63 D 45
W 23.62” H 24.80” D 17.72”

P70NS | HIGH NIGHT STAND
W 70 H 63 D 45
W 27.56” H 24.80” D 17.72”

SP2Y6S | NIGHT STAND
W 60 H 41 D 45
W 23.62” H 16.14” D 17.72”

SP2Y7S | NIGHT STAND
W 70 H 41 D 45
W 27.56” H 16.14” D 17.72”

FINISHES
BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED WITH BIANCO SPACER
BURNT OAK WITH GOLD SPACER
WALNUT WITH BRONZE SPACER

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
PEOPLE
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

FINISHES
BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED WITH BIANCO SPACERS
BURNT OAK WITH GOLD SPACERS
WALNUT WITH BRONZE SPACERS

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
SPAZIO MODULAR SYSTEM AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL FINISHES AND DIMENSIONS
4B2S5 | NIGHT STAND
W 60 H 61 D 45
W 23.62“ H 24.02” D 17.72”

4B2S5 | NIGHT STAND
W 70 H 61 D 45
W 27.56“ H 24.02” D 17.72”

4B2RX | DRESSER
W 150 H 81 D 45
W 59.06“ H 31.89” D 17.72”

FINISHES
BIANCO HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED WITH BLACK TITANIUM HANDLES
BURNT OAK WITH BLACK TITANIUM HANDLES
WALNUT WITH CIOCCOLATO MATT LACQUERED HANDLES

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
DEDALO COLLECTION COMPOSED OF STACKABLE ELEMENTS AVAILABLE IN TWO DIMENSIONS
DEDALO
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

24141 | SINGLE MODULE
Ø 44 H 26
Ø 17.32" H 10.24"

24161 | SINGLE MODULE
Ø 57 H 26
Ø 22.44" H 10.24"

FINISHES
BIANCO OR TORTORA HIGH GLOSS LACQUERED
WALNUT OR BURNT OAK

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
ABC COLLECTION CHARACTERIZED BY A BOW FRONT AND GROOVE ON THE DRAWER SIDES
ARCO
LEAD TIME 2/3 BUSINESS WEEKS

2C2S6 | NIGHT STAND
W 60 H 62 D 45
W 23.62" H 24.41" D 17.72"

2C2S7 | NIGHT STAND
W 75 H 62 D 45
W 29.53" H 24.41" D 17.72"

2C3RI | DRESSER
W 150 H 82 D 55
W 59.06" H 32.28" D 21.65"

FINISHES
BURNT OAK

FOR ADDITIONAL FINISHES AVAILABLE PLEASE CHECK CATALOGUES AND PRICE LISTS
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